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INTRODUCTION

place regardless of who developed the Web services, where
the Web services are located, and how the Web services

accessible application that can be discovered according to
its functionality and then invoked in order to satisfy users’

that permits modeling and executing complex business

accelerating the search of Web services required to satisfy
user needs by looking for communities rather than screening

binding of the required Web services once the appropriate

that a community is static and Web services in a community

is dynamic: New Web services enter, other Web services
leave, some Web services become temporarily unavailable,

-

in a community can compete on nonshareable computing

Web services can also announce misleading information
-

services can be malicious in that they can try to alter other

To look into ways of making Web services communities
active, we describe in this article some mechanisms that
would enable Web services among other things to enter a
community, to leave a community after awhile, to reenter
the same community if some opportunities loom, and to be

wouldbedevelopedalong threeperspectives,whichwerefer

• Community management: How do we establish or
dismantle a new or existing community of Web ser-
vices?

• Web services attraction and retention: How do we
invite and convince new Web services to join a com-
munity? How do we retain existing Web services in a
community?

• Interactionmanagement:Howare interactionsbetween
Web services regulated in a community? How do we

BACKGROUND

The term community means different things to different
Longman Dictionary, community is “a group

Figure 1. Example of composition scenario
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